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AHS Vocaloids and Chihiro Ishiguro at Anime Messe Berlin 2016
For the first time the Vocaloids from AHS will be performing in Germany. As nearly lifelike 3D
projections they are brought to the big stage and "Yuzuki Yukari" will even sing along with her voice
actress "Chihiro Ishiguro". The Anime Messe Berlin will take place from 03 to 05 June 2016.
AHS Vocaloids
In cooperation with AnimeRadio.de the Anime Messe Berlin presents the virtual pop idols "Yuzuki
Yukari", "Tohoku Zunko", "Nekomura Iroha", "Miki", "Kaai Yuki" and "Hiyama Kiyoteru" of AHS for
the first time in Germany. As a special highlight also "Chihiro Ishiguro" the voice actress of "Yuzuki
Yukari" was invited. They will both sing together on 3th June 2016.
For the concert a special screen and a projector are used to bring
the Vocaloids to life and the animation will be prepared for every
song.
How that works and what programs are needed for this will be
explained during a workshop by Mr. Tomohide Ogata, founder and
CEO from AHS. And if you are fired up and want to try it yourself,
you can get in touch with AHS at their booth and also purchase the
software there.
AHS Vocaloids @ AMB 2016 Website:
https://www.animemesse.de/en/program/guests/ahs

Yuzuki Yukari ©VOCALOMAKETS Powered by Bumpy Factory Corporation. HELLO KITTY: © SANRIO CO., LTD. ©1976,2015 SANRIO CO., LTD.
TOKYO, JAPAN ⓦ Illustration: okama ©2009,2015 SANRIOWAVE CO., LTD. Ⓛ Tohoku Zunko ©SSS LLC All Rights Reserved. ©AHS Co.Ltd.
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Chihiro Ishiguro
Who does not know about these idols from Japan? Even in Germany they are getting popular more
and more for some time. At the Anime Messe Berlin, we welcome the singer and voice actress
"Chihiro Ishiguro".
She primarily is known as the voice of the VOCALOID Yuzuki
Yukari. The video, in which Yuzuki Yukari and she sing together,
has earned over 80,000 views in a single day. As a voice actress
she lent her voice to characters like Benzaiten from "Noragami
ARAGOTO", Saika Maeda from "Girl Friend BETA" and others. She
has also played characters in many games including Succubus
Chiquita Elma in "Puyopuyo!! Quest" and Hiroko Hagakure in
"Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls". She won the
fan voting and earned the role of Arisha in a game called
"Mabinogi:Heroes". Moreover she regularly organizes her ongoing
concert series "Chihirose Garden" and she's been a model of
"Brilliant Star Decollations", a Gothic and Lolita fashion show.
At the Anime Messe Berlin she will hold a concert and also an
autograph session on Saturday. Furthermore she will be
performing together with "Yuzuki Yukari" on Friday.
Chihiro Ishiguro @ AMB 2016 Website:
https://www.animemesse.de/en/program/guests/chihiro_ishiguro
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About an editorial integration and a corresponding document we would be delighted.
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